(IRWIGMXMIW
$VXUEDQPLJUDWLRQLQFUHDVHVHIȣFLHQWGHQVHO\SRSXODWHGFLWLHVQRW
distributed options, are the blueprints for more sustainable places to live.
&]  RIEVP]  FMPPMSR%WMERW [MPP PMZI MR GMXMIW
This urban growth is being fuelled by new levels of
mobility and the migration of diverse populations
[MXLMR REXMSRW ¯ IWTIGMEPP] MR 'LMRE -RHME ERH
&VE^MP8LIWI VYVEPXSYVFER QMKVERXW EVI EXXVEGXIH
to live in cities by a number of factors – more
opportunities, better jobs, better education and
better healthcare. However, while a better quality of
life is the aspiration, often the reality is very different.
)WTIGMEPP] MR%JVMGE YRIQTPS]IH YVFER TSTYPEXMSRW
JVIUYIRXP]GSRKVIKEXIMRWUYEXXIVGEQTW -RHIIH EW
they grow, most cities experience an equal growth in
WPYQW ,EZMRK³X[SGMXMIWMRSRI´ MWGSQQSRERHXLI
frequent attempts to shift the slums to the periphery
MRGVIEWIW XLI VMGL¯TSSV KET ERH QEOIW GMXMIW PIWW
sustainable: low-wage populations in particular need
XS FI RIEV XS XLIMV [SVO WS XLEX XLI] GER WTIRH
more time earning and less time travelling.
%GGSVHMRKXSXLI92 SRI½JXLSJEPPYVFERLSYWMRK
comprises temporary structures and a third of
XLI[SVPH´WYVFERTSTYPEXMSRPMZIWMRWPYQW -RWYF
7ELEVER%JVMGESZIV SJTISTPIPMZIMRYRTPERRIH
areas. ‘One billion people live in disease-spreading
slums characterised by inadequate housing, unsafe
HVMROMRK[EXIVERHSTIRWI[IVW]WXIQW8LMWQEOIW
the builders of informal housing the largest housing
developers in the world and it is they who are
GVIEXMRKXLIGMXMIWSJXSQSVVS[´

,S[IZIV EW 6MGO] &YVHIXX LMKLPMKLXIH [MXL XLI
VMKLXHIGMWMSRW[IGEREHHVIWWXLITVSFPIQW³8EOI
for example, Ciudad Neza in Mexico City where,
as hundreds of thousand immigrants arrive each
]IEV ER STIRIRHIH ERH RIX[SVOIH GSQQYRMX] MW
succeeding in establishing a lively economy out of
PMXIVEPP]RSXLMRK´7MQMPEVP]³2I[(IPLMLSPHWXS
QMPPMSRTISTPIHITIRHMRKSRXLIXMQISJHE]-XYWIH
to have the highest pollution rates in the world but
XLIRSZIVRMKLXEPPXLIEYXSVMGOWLE[WERHXLIFYWIW
[IVIQEHIXSGLERKIJVSQHMIWIPXSREXYVEPKEW -J
]SYGERYWIREXYVEPKEWMR2I[(IPLMXLIR[L]GER´X
]SYYWIMXIZIV][LIVI#8SO]SMWXLIPEVKIWXGMX]MRXLI
[SVPH -XWXVERWTSVXW]WXIQ MRXIKVEXIHF]SZIVLIEH
and underground rail systems, means that the average
commute is around one hour. Compare that to Los
Angeles, where the average commute is about two
LSYVWERHEXPIEWX SJXLITSTYPEXMSRXEOIWXLIGEV
XS[SVO-R8SO]S SJXLITSTYPEXMSRYWIWTYFPMG
transport.There is little doubt that, seen through the
PIRWSJIJ½GMIRG] QSVIHIRWIP]TSTYPEXIH GSQTEGX
cities are inherently more sustainable places to live
XLERXLIPMOIWSJ,SYWXSRERH1I\MGS'MX]´
However, some see that while they attract a lot
SJ EXXIRXMSR JSV XLIMV IJ½GMIRG] ³LMKLVMWI GMXMIW PMOI
1ERLEXXERERH,SRK/SRKEVIRSXXLIFIWXQSHIPW
for every location. Low-rise, medium-density cities
with between three and seven stories can also
TVSZMHI IJJIGXMZI ERH IJ½GMIRX GSQTEGX YVFER

`8LIJYXYVISJPSGEPMX]

IRZMVSRQIRXW ¯ JSV I\EQTPI PSSO EX 4EVMW [LMGL
MWXLIXLMVHQSWXHIRWIP]TEGOIHGMX]MRXLI[SVPH´
Others disagree and point out that, ‘Although Paris
is a good example of a dense city without high-rise,
MXEPWSLEWTVSFPIQW´ FIGEYWI³XLIGIRXVISJXLIGMX]
MW JVS^IR´ ERH EPP XLI TSWX[EV KVS[XL LEW GVIEXIH
ghettoisation which has resulted in increasing
imbalance in social mobility.
2MRIX]½ZI TIV GIRX SJ YVFER KVS[XL MR XLI RI\X
twenty years will be in the developing world and there,
especially, dense cities are seen as the way forward:
‘The future cities of Asia have to be dense rather than
WTVE[PW´&YXMRXLMWTISTPIVIGSKRMWIXLEXXLIVIMWRS
single global solution, no silver bullet, for city design:
‘Asia as a whole cannot have just one strategy. The
WSPYXMSRWQYWXFIHMJJIVIRXJSVHMJJIVIRXGSYRXVMIW´
While the global mega-city is one extreme
interpretation of a dense urban environment, others

see that groups of midi-cities are in many ways a
FIXXIV WSPYXMSR ³% RIX[SVO SJ MRXIVPMROIH GMXMIW´
[MXLIJ½GMIRXXVERWTSVXW]WXIQWSTIVEXMRKFIX[IIR
them can create a highly effective urban area
[MXLSYX XLI GLEPPIRKI SJ WGEPI MR SRI TPEGI 7SQI
commentators propose that the Netherlands, one
SJ XLI QSWX HIRWIP] TSTYPEXIH TEVXW SJ )YVSTI MW
JEWXFIGSQMRKERIX[SVOSJQMHMGMXMIW -RERIZIRX
LIPHMR7MRKETSVI XLMWZMI[[EWIRHSVWIH EW³RI[
cities must follow a poly-centre model rather than
having a single central business district. This will help
cities cut down on travelling distances and transport
HIQERH´%RHF]ERSXLIV³8LIVIMWRSRIIHXSJSGYW
on building mega-cities. The more compact the city,
the more sustainable it is. One possible solution is
the creation of a mega-region which will consist
SJ E RYQFIV SJ WQEPP ERH QMHWM^IH GMXMIW´ 8LMW MW
WYTTSVXIHF]EZMI[JVSQ7EYHM%VEFMEWYKKIWXMRK
that, while it is easy to get excited about the global
cities, local cities may have a greater overall impact,
especially when connected to the global cities by
IJJIGXMZI XVERWTSVX RIX[SVOW )UYEPP]³EGXMSRW WYGL
as decentralising schools or creating more local
shops would decrease the need for people to drive,
sometimes even long distances where people live
outside of the city centre, and consequently reduce
XLIGSRKIWXMSRERHTSPPYXMSRMRGMXMIW´
-XMWRSXEPPEFSYXYVFERI\TERWMSRLS[IZIV7IZIVEP
experts pointed out that we must remember that in
some parts of the world, cities are not getting larger:
³+PSFEPYVFERMWEXMSRMRXLISV]HSIWRSXQIERFMKKIV
GMXMIW MR TVEGXMGI -R )YVSTI HIGPMRMRK TSTYPEXMSRW
in some countries means many of our cities are
FIGSQMRKPIWWHIRWI´;LMPIJVSQ7MRKETSVI³%WME´W
experience of urbanisation is vastly removed from
XLEX SJ )YVSTI )YVSTI´W GYVVIRX GLEPPIRKI MW XLEX
SJ VIKIRIVEXMSR -R%WME MX MW XLEX TPYW XLI GVIEXMSR

(IRWIGMXMIW`

of brand-new cities that are economically and
IGSPSKMGEPP]WYWXEMREFPI´
Within the core idea of a dense city many people
LMKLPMKLXIH XLI RIIH JSV³UYEPMX] STIR WTEGIW´ ERH
better consideration of people: the comment that
³GMXMIW WLSYPH FI JSV TISTPI RSX GEVW´ [EW [MHIP]
endorsed. ‘A primary focus for future cities must
be to provide more quality open spaces – spaces
that all can enjoy. For example we should free up
EW QYGL TYFPMG WTEGI JSV GLMPHVIR 4EVOW EVI SJXIR
WSTSTYPEVXLEXXLI]EVIXSSHIRWIP]TEGOIH;L]
RSXTIHIWXVMERMWI SJSYVWXVIIXWEWXLMW[SYPH
LIPT XS TVSQSXI WSGMEP MRXIVEGXMSR#´ +VIIR WTEGI
TIV GETMXE MW SRI FIRGLQEVO SJ UYEPMX] SJ PMJI ERH
XLI;,3VIGSQQIRHWEXPIEWXQTIVTIVWSR -R
0SRHSRXLIEZIVEKIMWQ MR7LERKLEMMXMWQ
[LMPIMRXLIWTVE[PSJ0SW%RKIPIWMXMWPIWWXLERQ.
+EV]0E[VIRGISJ%VYTWE[XLEX³QYGLSJ[LEXMW
generally discussed in relation to measuring urban
environments addresses mobility, access, economic
security, and so on – the cores of human urban
systems. These are not, however, the cores of the
human experience that were uncovered during a
±GLSMGIXSWXE]²HMWGYWWMSR TISTPIW´ GLSMGIWXSWXE]
are rooted in non-monetary aspiration, fear and
RSWXEPKME EPP MWWYIW HMJ½GYPX XS UYERXMJ] FYX RS PIWW
MQTSVXERXJSVXLEX´
Another big concern raised by some about major
future cities is that many of them are continuing
to be built on the coast where better trade and
communication with other countries has been a
traditional rationale. With highly probable rises in
sea levels caused by climate change over the next
century, there is an emerging issue that most of
the coastal cities in the world are not designed
XS¾SEX SVHIEP[MXL¾SSHW 6IGIRXVIWIEVGLJVSQ

The future cities of Asia have to be
dense rather than sprawls.
XLI 7GMIRXM½G 'SQQMXXII SR %RXEVGXMG 6IWIEVGL
highlights that, ‘on current projections, the average
WIEPIZIP[MPPVMWIF]QF]XLIIRHSJXLIGIRXYV]´
8LMW[SYPHRSXSRP]QIERXLEXXLIPMOIWSJ'EPGYXXE
1YQFEM ERH (LEOE [MPP FI YRHIV [EXIV FYX EPWS
[MXLSYX GSRWMHIVEFPI ¾SSH TVIZIRXMSR MRZIWXQIRX
WS[MPP0SRHSR 2I[=SVO8SO]SERH7LERKLEM 3V
XS TYX MX ERSXLIV [E] EVSYRH   SJ XLI KPSFEP
population will be displaced. As many of ‘the cities
JSVXLIRI\XHIGEHILEZIEPVIEH]FIIRTPERRIH´XLMW
is worrying for some.
;LIR[ITPERJSVXLIJYXYVI6MGO]&YVHIXXWIIWXLEX
³'MXMIWSJXLIJYXYVILEZIXSFISVKERMG¾I\MFPIERH
versatile. As society and aspirations alter over time,
XLIGMX]LEWXSEHETXXSGLERKI 9XSTMERGMXMIWLEZI
RIZIV[SVOIH8LITISTPIXLEXGVIEXIH6SQI2I[
=SVO ERH 0SRHSR GIVXEMRP] HMHR´X XLMRO SJ XLIQ EW
½\IHEVXIJEGXWXLEX[SYPHR´XGLERKISZIVXMQI;I
have to be clever enough as urban designers to design
XLIGMX]PMOIEQIXEFSPMWQ PMOIEFSH];LIRMXKIXW
SPHIVERH[IEOIV ]SYHSGSVVIGXMZIWYVKIV] 'MXMIW
need to be versatile; otherwise they atrophy and die.
*SVI\EQTPIQER]GMXMIWSJXLITEWX½JX]]IEVWLEZI
FIIRHIWMKRIHEVSYRHXLIRIIHWSJXLIGEV &YXEW
oil costs soar, the city of the future will increasingly
need to adapt to modes of transportation that are
RSX TIXVSPHITIRHIRX´ 3XLIVW EKVII XLEX JYXYVI
cities have to be more sustainable: ideally, they will
‘produce more energy than they need, become net
carbon absorbers, collect and process waste within
GMX]PMQMXWERHGSPPIGXERHGPIERVIG]GPIH[EXIV´
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